Conquer your town. How to ride Padova.
Conquer Padova... the town with...

the Saint

the Coffee

the Lawn

without name

without doors

without grass
Conquer Padova ... the town with squares’ system.
212,000 inhabitants

98,85 Kmq of surface

950 Km of roads

1,7 Kmq of “Zone Traffic Limited”

5,774 mq of Pedestrian Areas

21 Km of 30 Km/h streets

35,7 Km of 40 Km/h streets

160 roundabouts, 75 with cyclist’s facilities

452 pedestrian and cyclist raised crossing

41 raised intersections with plates or roundabouts

162 Km of cyclist routs

850,000 trips per day in the city

150,000 trips per day on bicycle equal to 18%

Conquer your town. How to ride Padova.
Development of the network of cycle routes

2003 - 72 Km
2009 - 138 Km
2013 - 162 Km
Development of the roundabouts

2003 - 46
2009 - 132
2013 - 160

Conquer ... traffic calming.
Development crossings
pedestrian and bicycle raised crossing

2003 - 81
2009 - 423 + 39 raised
2013 - 452 + 41 raised

Conquer ... traffic calming.
Incidenti a Padova
2001-2009

**total**
total accidents - 38%
cars involved - 48%

**cyclists**
death and wounded +11%
2007-2009 -13%
cyclist number is doubled from 2001 to 2009

**pedestrian**
death and wounded -40%
Accidents 2003-2009

**complessivi**

**Padova**

- accidents -27.0%
- wounded -30.0%

**Italia**

- accidents -14.6%
- wounded -13.8%

**ciclisti**

**Padova**

- dead and wounded +7.0%

**Italia**

- dead and wounded +22.8%

**pedoni**

**Padova**

- dead and wounded -25.0%

**Italia**

- dead and wounded +2.8%

Accidents comparison

Padova ten roads
Italia average

**Conquer ... road security**
Conquer ... new circulation spaces.
LA STRADA
evento teatrale

per la
PRESENTAZIONE
del
BICI Masterplan di PADOVA
duemila10-15

VENERDÌ 11 DICEMBRE 2009
ore 21.00
Centro Culturale Altinate - S. Gaetano

ingresso libero, per tutti.
Conquer ... technical indications, costs, direction signs.
Conquer ... solutions for the future of cyclist.
Conquer new cycle routes.
Conquer new cycle routs.
Conquer ... new circulation spaces.
Conquer ... new circulation spaces.
Conquer ... new circulation spaces.
Conquer new circulation spaces.
Conquer... new urban spaces.
Conquer ... new urban spaces.
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